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From the 
Editor's Desk 
To Save and Guide the World 
What are we to make of the modern developments in runaway 
reproductive technology? A veritable Pandora's box has been opened. 
With the opening of this box. one must view with apprehension what will 
follow in its wake. Already we have seen the devastating effects upon the 
lives of people affected by so-called "surrogate" motherhood. The 
commercialization of this technique is well-established with very little in 
the way of regulation or prohibition in the United States . Li . tle concern is 
present for the child who is the result of this aberrant procedure. One must 
wonder with dismay how little our institutions have done to control and 
regulate this industry which is so destructive of the humanity and dignity 
of human life and family . I n my opinion, this pernicious practice should be 
outlawed. 
With sperm and ova banks and in vitro fertilization clinics proliferating 
over the country. with little or no regulation, we all look with foreboding 
to the future. The breakdown of the family structure which has been going 
on since World War II is being hastened on its course by modern 
reproductive technology . 
At the other end of the spectrum, the drive toward positive euthanasia is 
gaining momentum. The media are filled with news of these developments, 
lauding the "compassion" of families and physicians who are engaged in 
these endeavors. The developments in that once proud medical profession 
in the Netherlands which. ironically. stood up to the Nazi occupation in 
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World War II against euthanasia , is now leading the charge for this 
abominable practice in our own day. 
The disquieting reports of using fetal tissue in human experiments 
(treatment of Parkinson's disease) makes one shudder as to its 
implications for the future. Such beneficial effects as have been obtained, if 
true, will create a climate of acceptance and desire for more 
experimentation with fetal tissue. Surely this total abandonment of 
fundamental ethical principles by the medical profession is to be deplored 
and condemned . The lack of respect for the sacredness of each individ uars 
life and the dignity with which God , the Creator, has endowed it , is the end 
result of aberrant philosophies which have shaped modern man's mind 
during the past 400 years. The decline and fall of man in all his humanity 
and dignity as God's creature began with the subjectiveness of Descartes , 
was accelerated on its way by Hume, Hegel and Nitsche . The practical 
application of this idealist philosophy reached terrifying proportions in 
this century with Hitler and the Holocaust. However, the mentality of the 
Nazi is found today among many in modern day society, although this 
mentality may be clothed in more sophisticated language. 
What may turn this modern day outlook around? In my opinion, it is a 
return to basic Judeo-Christian philosophical thinking in which an 
objective philosophy of life is reaffirmed . There must be a return to the 
Aristotelian-Thomistic synthesis. The Church seems to be the only 
significant institution in this world standing in the way of the 
dehumanizing secularistic philosophy which is destroying society. It is 
high time for governments, institutions and people of good will to ponder 
what is happening to our society. Now is the acceptable time for them to 
follow the Church with its dynamic, courageous leader, Pope John Paul II , 
on its mission to save and guide the world. 
- John P. Mullooly, M.D. 
Editor 
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